Detail Devils® Glass Cleaner
Product Usage Guide

Cleaning Car Windows and Mirrors
Start your car window cleaning with the driver’s door and front passenger’s door. If your door has a window frame, lower the
window approximately 1 inch to allow access to the top part of the glass. This part should be cleaned and dried first.
Spray with Detail Devils® Glass Cleaner, and buff dry. Now roll the window back up, and clean the remainder of the window.
Pay attention to the corners of the windows, as this is where you will get most smears and streaks. Don’t forget your driver’s
side and passenger’s side mirrors!
While you’re sitting down in the passenger’s seat, clean the inside of the windshield. It is easier to clean from the passenger’s
side, as your access is not obstructed by the steering wheel. Take your time around the rearview mirror.
The inside of the rear window is the most difficult to reach and should be done last. The best technique for cleaning your rear
window is to use the back side of your hand to guide your towel down into the corners. Trying to use the palm of your hand
will force you to be a contortionist and you will draw strange looks from your neighbors!

Cleaning Water-Spotted Glass
The windshield is one of the most overlooked surfaces on most cars. At best, you wash it when you wash the car, and spray
it with a few shots of glass cleaner when you can no longer see through the haze.
Normal driving will coat your windshield with a variety of contaminants that normal glass cleaners cannot remove. Plus, your
windshield has the greatest vertical forward exposure, which means it gets pelted with road stones and other debris. It’s a
wonder that windshields hold up as well as they do.
For a clear finish and invisible clarity, spray on Detail Devils® Glass Cleaner and buff dry with a micro-fiber towel.
If you have severe water spotting, you can use a rubbing compound for a bit more cutting power for the really tough jobs.
Then, use the Detail Devils® Waterless Car Wash, with it’s fine wax finish, to keep glass clean and free of water spots. You
should do this at least twice a year, not only on your windshield, but your lights as well.

Windshield Wiper Care
Windshield wipers are essential for cleaning your windshield and rear window in rain or snow, or when your windows become
bug-ridden or dirty from long road trips. Wipers perform best when the rubber is in good shape and the glass is clean. You
should make it a habit to clean your front and rear wiper blades at the same time you clean your glass. After cleaning your
glass, use a cloth dampened with Detail Devils® Glass Cleaner to wipe the rubber blades, removing bug residue, wax and
other dirt buildup.

